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Abstract

Within an in-situ study, we explore mechanical properties of Fe7Pd3 ferromag-

netic shape memory alloy thin films. While performing tensile measurements

on freestanding films, we accomplish to observe the appearance of twin bound-

aries due to the stress-induced austenite-martensite transition. Changing dis-

tances between twin boundaries during further straining indicate the growth of

single variant regions at the expense of others. Young’s moduli of 2.2 to 8.3

GPa were determined. For comparison, temperature dependent surface acous-

tic waves were applied on as-deposited films exhibiting much higher Young’s

moduli. These findings are discussed considering the influence of phase stability

and phase transition characteristics.
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Ferromagnetic shape memory (FM) alloys are a captivating class of smart

functional materials and very promising candidates for miniaturized actuation

devices. Applying an external magnetic field, they feature reversible strains of
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several percent due to the reorientation of twin variants in the martensitic phase

[1]. In this context, the FM alloy Fe7Pd3 is of particular interest because of its5

high ductility, low brittleness [2] and biocompatibility [3], enabling its use in

micromedicine.

To yield strains resulting from magnetically induced reorientation of twin

variants, magnetic forces need to overcome the twinning stress σt. As magnetic

anisotropy establishes an upper limit for this force, higher twinning stresses will10

prevent magnetostrain, while minimized twinning stresses are clearly favorable

[4, 5]. Besides, mechanical stresses can yield to a stress-induced transforma-

tion from austenitic to martensitic phase. For the Fe-Pd system this was only

reported for bulk polycrystalline samples consisting of 30.5 at. % Pd: Within

measurements with a tensile testing machine it was found that lattice soft-15

ening and the occurrence of stress-induced martensitic transformation caused

decreasing Young’s moduli upon cooling down towards the martensitic start

temperature Ms [6].

Characterization of mechanical properties with respect to twin boundary

mobility constitutes an integral part of suitability assessments of FM alloys. In20

fact, while bulk samples have been extensively characterized, the impact of open

surfaces in miniaturized thin films is yet not fully understood. In this work, we

present tensile tests on freestanding Fe7Pd3 thin films performed directly within

a scanning electron microscope (SEM). This allowed live imaging of changes in

the surface relief due to twin boundary motion or generation during superplastic25

deformation and the martensitic transition, respectively. While this addresses

deformation beyond linear elasticity, the Young’s modulus during linear response

was studied in detail for freestanding and substrate-attached single as well as

polycrystalline samples.

Sample preparation of single and polycrystalline 500 nm Fe7Pd3 thin films30

was achieved with molecular beam epitaxy, as described previously [7, 8]. The

samples were grown on MgO(001) substrates and thermally oxidized Si wafers,

respectively. The austenitic phase transformation temperature of the grown

films is slightly above room temperature varying a few kelvins due to off-
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stoichiometry and stresses [9]. Single crystalline samples for tensile experi-35

ments were subsequently detached from their substrates in a saturated sodium

bicarbonate NaHCO3 solution [10]. Afterwards, the samples were placed on a

Deben MICROTEST 200N Tensile Stage, which is designed for compression and

horizontal straining and is suited for usage within a SEM. The thin film was

mounted either completely freestanding or for stability reasons underlaid with40

polyethylene plastic wrap. The jaws to which the sample is clamped are driven

in opposite directions at a speed of 0.1 mm/min and the force experienced on

the sample is measured every 0.1 s with a standard miniature load cell. For the

complementary SEM measurements a Carl Zeiss Ultra 55 was utilized.

Young’s moduli of films on substrates were assessed with a laser acoustic45

test system LAwave. Here, surface acoustic waves (SAW) are excited by a

pulsed nitrogen laser and their amplitudes are measured time-resolved at vary-

ing distances by a piezoelectric transducer. Young’s moduli are determined by

applying theory of acoustic wave propagation together with sample details [11].

The specimens consisted of 24.6− 31.9 at. % Pd, as determined with energy50

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy. Phase of austenitic (A) and martensitic (M)

samples was identified by x-ray diffraction (XRD) measured with a Seifert XRD

3003 PTS. Details on the analyzed samples are summarized in Table 2. The

thickness of the films varies locally and reaches up to ≈ 620 nm, as determined

with atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a Veeco Icon Dimension. Exact55

thickness values were obtained using profilometer measurements carried out

with a Taylor Hopson Talystep.

To investigate the stress-induced martensitic phase transition, the freestand-

ing sample A1 (dimension ≈ 3.8 x 5.0 mm2) supported with plastic wrap was

strained. The measured force elongation curve is shown in Figure 1. Letters60

mark interruptions of the deformation process for taking SEM pictures of the

surface. The shifts in force at these points appear due to relaxation processes

of the restrained film and plastic wrap. The force exhibits a linear increase

in the beginning indicating elastic deformation of the sample. Between mea-

surement points e and f , we observed a peak followed by further but less steep65
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Figure 1: Force elongation curve of sample A1 with corresponding offset corrected stress and

strain values.

increase until film rupture at point l. Test measurements with plastic wrap only

revealed maximal stresses of ≈ 9 MPa in the strain range experienced by the

thin film implying an insignificant stress contribution of the plastic wrap on the

measurement.

In the linear elastic deformation regime from point a to e surface morphology70

resembled the substrate-attached sample (see Fig. 2a). It is characterized by

groves between growth islands, but maintains an overall single crystalline-like

morphology. At point f , the film surface changed considerably and twinning

structures emerged (see Fig. 2b). This indicates a martensitic phase transition

between the measurement points e and f , i.e. at strains between 4.4 and 5.7 %75

and at a maximal stress of ≈ 258.6 MPa (offset corrected). At this strain rate,

the contribution of the plastic wrap is between 3.5 and 5.5 MPa meaning that

the thin film experienced a maximal stress of 253.1 - 255.1 MPa.

This measured stress is about 50 % higher than the maximal stress of 170
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Figure 2: Preprocessed SEM pictures of different samples: A1 substrate-attached with no

twinning structures on the surface (a), at point k on the force elongation curve with appeared

twinning structures (b) and samples A3 (c) and A4 (d) before straining.
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MPa which was necessary to complete the martensitic transformation in poly-80

crystalline bulk samples at room temperature [6]. Compared to single crystals,

induced martensitic transformation happens at lower stresses and faster in poly-

crystals because grain boundaries can function as nucleation sources for twinning

dislocations enhancing the phase transition. Presence of open surfaces, on the

other hand, might complicate nucleation due to image forces and roughening.85

According to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, the maximum applied stress

during straining will shift the martensite temperature by up to 52 K which sup-

ports the observation of martensitic Fe7Pd3 at room temperature (calculation

based on a typical martensite finish temperature of 273 K and other material

characteristics as given in [6]).90

Experimental verification of the phase change was established with XRD as

shown in Figure 3. After straining, the freestanding, disrupted film showed two

shoulders attached to the fcc peak at 48.70◦. These two peaks at 47.85◦ and

49.68◦ are identified as the fct(200) and fct(002) peaks measured with a Rigaku

Ultima IV. This exhibits that the fcc and fct structure coexist in the strained95

specimen. The remaining fcc fraction can be explained by possible pinning

of twinning dislocations at defects, such as dislocations or the rough surface

structure of the film [9]. Furthermore it is possible that the phase transition

was not yet completed when the tensile measurement was stopped due to film

rupture.100

In order to investigate twin boundary mobility, changes in distances between

single structures of the twinning relief during further straining of the film were

examined. Therefore pictures of one particular region, which is marked in Fig-

ure 2b, were taken at different straining levels. On the basis of the grey value

peaks corresponding to the locations of these surface structures in two pictures,105

the distances between individual twin boundaries were calculated. In each pic-

ture 40 profile cross sections were taken and the average peak positions for five

neighboring structures of the twinning relief were determined. From left to right,

these twin boundaries were denoted by the letters A to E. The obtained values

for the distances di and dk along with the distance change ∆d are summarized110
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Figure 3: XRD data of sample A1 before and after straining.

in Table 1.

The results indicate growth of individual martensite variants on expense of

others - enlargement of variants with one of the longer a-axes, the easy axes

of magnetization of fct Fe7Pd3, in-plane causes the compression of neighboring

variants with the shorter c-axis in-plane and vice versa. The overall distance115

between the first and the last analyzed twin boundary does not change within

its error limits so that the observed distance changes between the individual

Table 1: Variation of distances between twin boundaries A to E by comparing the results for

the measurement points i and k at 9.8 and 11.6 % strain, respectively.

di [nm] dk [nm] ∆d

AB 364.5 ± 1.5 369.4 ± 1.6 +4.9 ± 2.2

BC 178.7 ± 2.2 173.6 ± 1.4 −5.1 ± 2.6

CD 106.1 ± 1.5 103.2 ± 1.6 −2.9 ± 2.2

DE 70.6 ± 1.3 75.5 ± 2.0 +5.0 ± 2.3

AE 719.9 ± 2.4 721.8 ± 1.5 +1.9 ± 2.8
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boundaries state twin boundary movement. These unsteady changes in neigh-

bored twin boundary distances arose from the direction of film straining which

was carried out parallel to the visible twinning structures. Due to this, an arbi-120

trary change of film width and height is expected, i.e. compression or widening

of individual twin boundary distances cannot be predicted.

Moreover, the performed straining measurements allowed to determine stress-

strain curves which were used to calculate the Young’s moduli of the specimens.

The values for samples clamped on the tensile stage without underlaying plastic125

wrap are shown in Table 2 and vary strongly due to significant differences in

surface structure. SEM and AFM pictures of the analyzed samples permit to

distinguish between the surface texture of specimens A2 and A3 with relatively

low elastic moduli and specimen A4 with the highest value received. Former

show numerous remarkably large grooves with diameters of several µm (see Fig.130

2c). Additionally, some surface canyons are broadened compared to other sam-

ples. In contrast, the surface of specimen A4 shows more but altogether smaller

and less deep canyons and grooves (see Fig. 2d). These surface conditions affect

the stress concentration experienced by the connected film at the bottom of the

canyons and grooves resulting in higher local stresses and lower elastic moduli135

for films with less smooth surfaces. Thus, varying surface morphology causes

the relatively broad range of determined Young’s moduli.

Besides, a drastic lattice softening was already monitored in bulk [12] and

freestanding [13] samples with a composition around Fe7Pd3. For the latter

this was measured by nanoindentation tests and interpreted as an onset of twin140

boundary motion due to relief of substrate constraints. Compared to the re-

sults of these measurements, the values presented here are about a factor two

and more smaller. In general, a difference in results is expected because nu-

cleation of twinning dislocations is different perpendicular and parallel to the

film surface and nanoindentation tests were carried out out-of-plane, while ten-145

sile measurements were performed in-plane. The observation of smaller values

in-plane might be connected to the rough surface structure of the specimens

which has a stronger impact on film properties in surface plane than in film
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Table 2: Selected properties of examined samples at room temperature. sc, pc, TT and SAW

denotes single and polycrystalline, tensile test and surface acoustic waves, respectively. The

phase appearance refers to the main content.

Sample Phase Crystallinity Method E [GPa]

M1 fct sc TT 3.91 ± 0.01

M2 fct sc TT 5.26 ± 0.01

M3 fct sc SAW 72.7 ± 12.4

M4 fct pc SAW 27.9 ± 6.2

M5 bcc sc SAW 217.9 ± 12.4

M6 bcc pc SAW 136.5 ± 6.2

A2 fcc sc TT 2.19 ± 0.06

A3 fcc sc TT 3.79 ± 0.02

A4 fcc sc TT 8.29 ± 0.10

depth. Another explanation for the decreased values would be inaccurate sam-

ple mounting on the tensile stage, so that the sample cross section experiencing150

the measured force is decreased resulting in undervalued Young’s moduli.

Comparatively, Young’s moduli of substrate-attached samples were deter-

mined by SAW measurements indicating a significant phase dependancy. The

fct-martensitic samples M3 and M4 show relatively low values for substrate-

attached Fe7Pd3 films but exceed the results of freestanding films by more than155

a factor of 3. Compared to this, the bcc-martensitic samples M5 and M6 exhibit

considerably higher elastic moduli. The reason for this noticeable phase influ-

ence is the phase stability of individual transformation steps. The transition

between fcc-austenitic and fct-martensitic Fe7Pd3 results from lattice softening

causing a higher elasticity of the fct phase relative to fcc. In contrast the bcc-160

martensitic phase, reached after the irreversible transformation from fct via bct

to bcc, reveals a high lattice stability and therefore higher elastic moduli.

In addition, temperature dependent SAW measurements of both fct-martensitic

samples are presented in Figure 4. The obtained Young’s moduli are approx-

imately constant in the temperature regime of fct phase. However, once the165
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Figure 4: Temperature dependent SAW measurements of single and polycrystalline Fe7Pd3

samples with different laser intensity filters.

fcc-fct phase transition temperature of ≈ 45 ◦C is reached, the values increase

strongly over a broad temperature range. The rising elastic moduli indicate

both a positive temperature coefficient in a wide temperature range above the

phase transition temperature [14] and a stiffening of the crystal lattice which

occurs during the volume change while transformation from fct to fcc [15]. This170

increase in elastic moduli, i.e. the lattice stiffening, might be necessary to pro-

mote the decrease in anisotropy between a- and c-axis so that the alloy can

traverse the phase transition to fcc [2, 16, 17].

The slope of the increase depends significantly on the intensity of the laser

beam used for the SAW measurement. Therefore, measurements on sample M4175

were exemplarily performed with different filters to reduce beam intensity to 20

or 50 % of its maximal value, while all other samples were only measured with

50 % intensity. The elastic modulus increases stronger with increasing tempera-

ture showing a slope of (1.36 ± 0.05) GPa/K if the lower laser intensity is used.

Compared to this, the measurement at a higher intensity revealed a slope of180

only (0.89 ± 0.07) GPa/K. This indicates that at higher laser light intensities,
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when stronger surface acoustic waves are created, stiffening is decreased during

austenitic phase transformation. This finding might be attributed to the insta-

bility in magnetic moment of the d spin band of Fe7Pd3 which is countered by an

anisotropy change resulting in fct distortion [18]. Higher laser intensities affect185

that more sample electrons are excited and reach the d band. Therefore, more

grains remain in the fct-martensitic phase yielding a lower Young’s modulus.

The influence of the d spin band instability became again apparent when the

expected Young’s moduli were calculated, which are reached after completion of

the austenitic phase transition. They correspond to the saturation values of the190

temperature dependent SAW measurements and were determined by sigmoidal

Boltzmann fitting. For M4 this calculation resulted in 57.1 GPa and for M3 in

87.4 GPa, differing considerably from previously published values [13]. Interest-

ingly, the ratio between these saturation values is in accordance with the ratio

between the moduli of the measured bcc samples M5 and M6.195

Besides, the measured values for sample M5 agreed with predictions calcu-

lated with molecular dynamics simulations for martensitic samples [13]. The

average value out of 11 SAW measurements given in Table 2 as well as one dif-

fering result of (251.2 ± 12.4) GPa coincide very well with the simulated values

for E[001] of 220 GPa and E[100],[010] of 251 GPa.200

Moreover, the determined Young’s moduli at room temperature for single

and polycrystalline samples differ significantly. This might be related to sam-

ple character, i.e. crystallinity. In polycrystalline samples, grains which are

strongly misaligned to the straining direction rotate to maximize deformation

strain in this direction in order to minimize their total free energy [19]. There-205

fore, polycrystalline samples are softer and show a smaller elastic modulus than

single crystalline samples.

In summary, we achieved to monitor in-situ the stress-induced martensitic

phase transition in 500 nm thin Fe7Pd3 films by performing tensile experiments

in combination with SEM. At the beginning of plastic film deformation, twin210

boundaries appeared on the film surface. During further straining, changes in

boundary distances were discovered indicating movement of twinning structures
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of several nm and twin variant growth.

Further tensile measurements allowed to determine Young’s moduli values

between 2.2 and 8.3 GPa for freestanding Fe7Pd3 thin films varying because of215

differences in surface morphology. Besides, SAW measurements on substrate-

attached samples showed significantly higher values due to substrate constrains.

For substrate-attached samples no notable impact of surface morphology on

elastic properties was observed. Instead, the influence of phase stability and

phase transition characteristics resulted in differing Young’s moduli for bcc- and220

fct-martensitic films and for single and polycrystalline samples, respectively.
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